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The Lab also will develop with land trusts what we're calling "bird conservation cooperatives" 

to focus actions on those birds in immediate need of protection and enhanced conservation. Today, 
some 250 species of birds in North America are either endangered or threatened. 

In addition to our work with land trusts, the Cornell Lab is committed to building eBird-
our pioneering citizen-science initiative-into an ever-more powerful source of data about birds that 
scientists, conservationists, and our international partners can use to gain the knowledge they need 
to make more informed, on-the-ground conservation decisions. 

eBird is igniting a big-data revolution in conservation. One quick example of its power involves 
Bird Returns, the Lab's joint project with The Nature Conservancy of California. Data gathered via 
eBird has revealed that more than 220,000 birds of 57 species used temporary "pop-up wetlands" 
during their migrations along the Pacific Flyway-thereby underscoring the need for such wet spots, 
created by paying farmers to flood their fields. 

Also, earlier this year eBird data enabled the Cornell Lab to analyze distributions of birds that 
live on lands overseen by the Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service. Using those data, 
Lab scientists were able to model where each of the 308 species occurred every week of the year, 
thereby pinpointing key habitat patches and documenting the critical importance of public lands 
to bird conservation. 

Finally, and perhaps most remarkably, eBird data are being used by researchers to make 
new discoveries about one of nature's greatest mysteries: how millions of tiny songbirds like the 
Magnolia Warbler, the featured bird for August in our new A Year With Birds calendar, are able 
to migrate thousands of miles, between North and South America, every year. 

eBird data show that the high-flying featherweights are using clockwise, elliptical routes-
not straight ones-to surf strong breezes in the spring as they migrate north and to avoid pronounced 
headwinds in autumn when heading south again, thereby conserving their energy stores during 
these long trips. 

I hope you enjoy as much as I do that discovery is the goal of every project here at the Cornell 
Lab, and each new discovery about birds tells us more about the world we call home. Discovery has, 
in fact, been the Lab's rallying cry since 1915-and it will remain so with the help of your ongoing and 
vitally needed financial support. 

I thank you again for your past support of the Lab, and look forward to your prompt and 
generous reply. 

P.S. Be advised that we printed only a limited number of our 2016 calendar, A Year With Birds. 
It would help if you could let me know that yours arrived, by returning the Calendar 
Confirmation Reply. If you can, please include a generous gift to make possible new Cornell 
Lab discoveries about birds and the natural world around us. Thank you so much. 

Please note: The photographer for the June albatross image is Hob Osterlund. 

D Please charge my credit card: SAPSUCKER WOODS SOCIETY 

A16HLD 

D Please contact me to discuss estate planning opportunities 
that can benefit me and the Cornell Lab. 
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Conservation Science 
Neotropical migrants are the ultimate endurance athletes! The bright and colorlul Magnolia Warbler weigh 
!he vast distances of a jumbo jet. The Corne_ll Lab's Conservation Science team takes a holistic approach t 
orioles we all cherish-uniting science from North to South America to achieve full life-cycle conservation. bird 
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